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-
The effect of heat conduction of material on the temperature
distribution in the vicinity of a wing leading edge in hypersonic flight is
investigated. The theory is based on a conducting plate subjected to
aerodynamic heating .. It is found that the role llleyed by the conductivity
of the material and the leading edge thickness in moderating the nose
temperature is very significanto Detailed discussions of the numerical
solutions for various shapes of leading edge are g'iven. An experimental
technique .has been developed by whi.ch a number of modeLs representing a wing
leading edge can be tested and the results thus obtained are compared with
those' predicted by the theory.
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10 Introduction
In principle, there is no difficulty in applying a numerical
process to the solution of the steady state temperature distribution within
a body subjected to heat transfer, which can be implemented with the help
of a digital computer .. However, where the body is as complicated as the
structure of an aircraft, and the heat transfer is aerodynamic in origin,
the problem can well be beyond the reasonable caIlabilities of present day
computers, unless some simplifying assumptions are introduced in setting up
the problem.
One such simplification was introduced by one of the authors some
time ago (rere 1,2), which sought to provide a basis for estimating the
temperature close to the leading-edge of a wing in hypersonic flight, where
the conduction of heat �athin the material of the wing can be predominant
in determining the tempeJ;'ature reached. Interest has again been awakened
in this problem (ref .. 3), and with a view to using the approximation derived
in this early work to study the leading edge temperature of wings of finite
span, it was decided to check the numerical solutions given therein (which
were achieved by slide rule methods), and to attempt to corroborate the
approximation by experiment. This report is the outcome, and work on the
finite wing (though not reported here) is well advanced.
Basically we have in mind that the "ang is geometrically thin,
and (so fa:r as its overall aerodynamic properties are affected) "sharp-
edgedll@ As we shall see, we envisage more precisely a leading edge radius
of I cm. or so) but not of 1 m. or thereabouts whi.ch woul.d be necessary to
alleviate the intense heat transfer rates associated with "sharp" leading
edgesQ Metallic material concentrated in this leading edge region conducts
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the heat input from the boundary l�er downstream, and this results in a
leading edge temperature considerably less than the "thermometer" value
otherwfae reached ..
Mathematically, the approximation con!Jists of assuming that the
thickness of the wing is infinitesimal, but that its conductivity is
infinite; not to include the latter renders the problem trivial, as the
temperature of the resulting plate is ever,ywhere equal to the radiation
equilibrium value. For a "conducting plate" on the other hand, the
solution is non trivial, and it is believed it represents with reasonable
accuracy many problems of practical interesto
Paragraph two of this report gi.ves details of the theory,
amplifying what is behind the approximation. The simplified equatdons
for the temperature distribution can still be troublesome to solve, and we
restrict ourselves here to a particular set of boundary condi tiona, (paragraph
2.1) and make various other simplifying aGsumptions about the environment
(paragraph 2.3). Certain similarity relations result whi.ch sUGgest how
laboratory experiments in a relative low temperature environment may be
scaled up to provf.de information of practical value, and vice versa. In
paragraph 2.5, there is a detailed discussion of the nuner-Lca'l solution for
_:1,.
various shapes of leading edge assuming a heat input proportional to l/x2
("here x is the distance from the leading edge ) and this includes a
description of an optimum distribution of conductinc; mat.erdal , Heat
distributions obtained in the laboratory canno t of course anc Lude a
singularity, and the effects of this are considered in paracraph 2.6.
An experimental apparatus is described in paragraph 3 whf.ch
employs the radiation of an electric filament heater reflected by a specially
designed mirror onto a model in a vacuum chamber, to obtain a heat
distribution resembling that near a leading edge of a wing. This has
beon used in the first case to verify the theoretical approximations -
with reasonable successo It is also intended for use in its own right to
investigate conditions which would still be troublesome to study
theoretically ..
2.. The Theo;y of Conducting Plates
The form of the approximation is based on the supposition that,
the solid body is composed of highly conductive material, but is thin" In
mathematical. terms, it is derived by asserting that, if ( end io are
measures of the general orders of magnitude of thermal conductivity and
thickness (perpendicular, sey, to the plan Z - 0 of a cartesian axis
system), then we allow (t.,/IrJ to tend to zero, \d th ( t."i" ) remaining
finiteo We note that, if Go is the general ma.gni tude of heat flux normal
to the surface of the body then the change in temperature across the thiokness
will be of order (q�i,,/ It�), and the essential. point of the approxdmatd.on is
that this is small compared with r., - or in other words (q..t:�/�" -r;,) is a
small quantity and is indeed treated as vanishinGly small to justify the
�gument in mathematical terms.
We mey then treat the temperature T within such a body as a
function only of x, and the equation for steady heat conduction merely
equates the rate of change of heat flux wi thin the body per unit span in
the direotion of the x-axd s , that is - d� (�t.;j:) , with the net rate of
normal flux, which equals ( Q - £'0-1""") t where Q. is bhe quantity of heat
transferred to the top and bottom body surfaces and �a- T4 is that emitted
from them by radiation, (here � is the sum of the upper and lower surfaoe
emissivi ty, end (T is Stefan 9 s constant) 0 If we supposed that (�o.f:GJ)
tended to zero with (to/.fto) p then this would be tentrunount to ignoring
longitudinal (as well as transyerse) heat conduction within the body; in
which event, of course, we would obtain the well-known result for a non­
conducting plate� that the steady state surface temperature distribution
tends to the radiation equilibrium temperatureo This m� indeed be an
adequate approximation in many practical problems. However, in relat:i.on to
the heat transfer at high speeds of fliGht to sharp edged wings (or pointed bodieta)�
the radiation equilibrium temperature at the leading edge (or nose) ie equal
to the thermometer temperature, and this may be several times larger t�
the general magnitude of the temperature downstream. In Buch a oontext, the hea1
transfer to the body may suffer unit order changes over a length of surface
( e , say) olose to the leading edge p 80 that there woul.d be local.
temperature gradients of order ( '-0 Ie) � and consequently, a longi tUdine.1
heat flux of magnitude (R., 1:0 Tc/e ).. Where lono tudinaJ. conduotion becomes
important, therefore, we would anticipate that this heat flux becomes
comparable in magnd tude to QI.) f!. ..
( tol.V,/ �(I 1;,) 7' 0,
Conversely, if we suppose thatf as
(1)
1\10 that G... to remains non-zero in this limit (as we have previously
postulated):> then lonettudinal conduction may be ef consequence over the
distance /!. ..
These assumptiens can usefully be :restated by defining lengthe
(2)
The basic assumption is then bhat (ttl/7\.) � O? and we shall consi der
preblems in which Qo suffers unit erder chances over the length l
which remains (cenceptually) fin1 te in the limi t. Although the radiation
emitted will no longer equal the heat transfer to the surface in such a
region, it will in general retain the same order of magnitudep so that it
is reasonable to define
£0-1:4.. 0 (,)
and consequent� in (2) we have
If,,/ (�" o: Q.. 3 )
1/4 (4)
In practical terms, we may hope that the approximation is valid if
(io/�) is 'small' compared with unity, and that the results will be of
oonsequenoe if f is an 9appreoiable' lengthG The adjectives used here/
are neoessarily vague, but it may be helpful, if not relevant as any kind of
justifioation, to illustrate the magnitudes we are likely to be considerlng�
It would be unlikely for instance that values of
10000K woukd be of interest in a steel struoture (for which -&0 .... Sow/m/dag. p
aay). It is easi� inferred from (4) that � would therefore general1Y
exoeed 1 m., and from (3) we note that we are implying heat transfer rates
of up to 50 I< W/sq.m.. ThuB with material thicknesses of the order (sB\V) of
up to 1 Cme thickness, the value of ( io/� ) is less than 0.01. Further�
the length e would be oalculated to be around 10 em., and the temperature
over this length of surface from the Leaddng edge of a wing is a matter of
some oonsequenoe.
If we introduce the non-dimensional notation
xl e :; �
I
T/ To == e (5)
then the equation for heat conduotion beoomes
d
( ded� K�)
(6)
where e.:: e (� ) II and � I e � $ may be generally func tdona of � and
possibly e" It is not difi'icult to generalise to 3 dimensions by
in'traducing a third coordinate ':J:: '7 e p say p and we then have
.
e .5 e ( J I '7 )
where
(7)
but the present discussion wiP be limited to examples of the two-dimensional
solution ..
Aside from the implication that. ekeJ / and tt are of unit
order provided that the soaling terms are chosen in the manner we have
suggested, we have not fully defined the notation in (5). Since, from (2)
we have
(a)
it will be seen that eq�ations (8) and (3) together lJrovide only two
relations between the five disposable quantities £.. J T,,) Qo I R" to and l
which enter into the definitions of (5).. This leaves three further
relatione to be invoked to specifY the notation un1que�. It seems best
to leave this ambiguity unresolved for the !:lament ..
2.1 Bo1.U1dary Condi tiona
The solution of the equation (6) depends, of course, upon the
boundary oonditions imposed, and these in turn depend upon the physioal
problem� Generally, because the length e may well be substantially less
than that length of surfaoe subjected to heating, and because it is only
over lengths of this order that longitudinal conduction ia important9 it ia
convenient to regard the conducting plate as of bounded extent p and insulated
at the rear edge ()( = L ) from the rest of the surface, which may be treated
effectively as non-conducting. Again, in experimental work, it is usually
easiest to termjnate the extent of the body tested by insulatione Such
considerations lead us to expect that appropriate boundary conditions may
frequently take the form:
k, de/d'#, � 0 (9)
This may be clearly acceptable if we suppose not merely that the
material thickness ( t) vanishes outside the interval 0 < x < e , but
that it tends to zero in some continuous manner as � � 0 and X � L ,
so that k � 0 continuously as g, _,. a and � -- Lie, since we could
reject a finite loneitudinal heat flux throuGh a vanishing cross sectional
area as physd ca.LIy unreal. As we shall now see, it is more difficult to
justify in some contexts, if i (and so k) is not zero at the limits of
the range of independent variable (thouGh zero, or effectively so, outside
them).
First let us then suppose that 1< de/cI-3 :: h , wher-e h is non
zero; this implies that the Longti tudinal heat flux is h 4>0 e . Then (9)
mit'Sht be justified if \ve could show that the Lon.ri tudinal heat flux to the
ends of the body (across the planes X -.:: D and x :: L) is small compared with
the total normal heat transfer ovar the length C - since this ratio is of
order h o Now if tho j.Lane X c 0 represents the nose of a 'Iving ,·Ii th
thickness in ,say, then a study of aerodynamfc he at transfer from a
laminar boundary layer would GUg".',est that this r2.tio ,,,as of order (in / e )'/2�
and so from (2) of order (-en / -L),/2 ( -LIlt. ) 1/4 • �1US the neglect of h
at � = 0 is compatible ,"ith the basic aseumptd on that
though clearly in this context the approximation is cruder (if f.� � 0 )
8 ..
than that involved by the neglect of the temperature difference across the
surface. A similar argument can be used to justify the neglect of n
a.t the "downstream" limit 3 c:: L / I e In application to the problem
of aerodynamic heat transfer, this latter boundary plane might be the
trailing edge (where the local heat transfer is certainly less than that at
the leading edge)� or some position where the thickness changes
discontinuously to a very small (effectively zero) valuee In the latter
context, the downstream edge m� be exposed to an interior cavity of the,
structure, and again the heat flux to that edge may reasonably be taken as
less than that to an exposed leading edge. Thus the condition (9) is
relevant at least in an approximate sense to a wide range of probl.ems ,
As a con�equence of equation (9)j we note that, for
T:1Us, since the nose temperature must be bounded, we must find that
('5/K)/'ffird'f- � 0b
O. li'here K is 0(5) so that the nose is sharp, we
woul.d generally expect that 1::: O(�-V2) if the heating is aerodynamic in
origin, unless the nose temperature were the thermometer temperatureG Thus
the latter condition will apply if, and only if, K, = 0 (�3/2) loy � � 0
However, the cusped leading edge thereby implied is not thought to be of
practical interest, and in fact 'ole shaJ.l usually consider nose shapes which
are rounded, or blunted. On the other hand a cusped rear edge (at X :::: L)
will be found to lead to a temrJerature at this edge locally equal to the
radiation equilibrium temperature, and this is clearly an acceptable
possibili tyo Indeed, we shall have it in mind ,that the application of the
work is to thin-skinned structures which ma;y be locally thickened over a
90
lengoth L (of the same magni tude as the length e ) to enhance the effects
of longitudinal oonduction, and this extra material would be likely to be
tapered off·towards the rear.
2*2 Equations for Plates of Finite Length
If the body has such a "closed" length (L), it is clearly
possible, and in some instances preferable, to seek a solution of (6) in
terms of the independent variable (x/L ), rather than ( x/ e ) J more
particularly if we wl�te
x/L :: 5 ) (10)
Hi th e , e and ct defined as before, but regarded as functions of S ,
then equation (6) becomes
(11)
and this is solved subject to the boundary conditions that
rc dS/ds = 0 (12)
Note that (ko (,) does not need any longer to be defined in the notation
of (10), as L has supplanted f as a reference length. Nonetheless
one must not allow this to cloud the fact that the solution is still valid
only for (tD/71) .... 0, and in the notation of (10) for finite values of
(Lie)')?:.
if we allo,of
Trivial solu"tions result £I.om (11) in two extreme cases. ThuB
1/4e IV ( � Ie). .I or in other words'7: (5) _,. 0 thenI
the temparuture tends everywhere to the radiation equilibrium value. On
the other hand, if we suppose T(S) � 00 9 which can clearly only be
justified wher-e (L/e) -?> 0, then
I
/
I '/4
e (5) -? [ fo 1 cJs I, e cis ]
which is the solution for the condition of "infinite conductivity" in which
the temperature is constant tht'oughout; in particular, if we supposed that
tQ o and 20 represented the appropriate mean values Q and of Q
(!t'1d z. f then in thi B condi tiOl1 e ee 1 ..
Note that, irrespective of the magnitude of 1:: ,it f'o'l Lows from
(12) in (11) that
= (13)
that is, the total radiation emitted must balance tho total heat flux to
the body since the edges are supposed insulated, and consequently if the
emissivi ty is conabarrt (so that e = 1), the maximum value of e is
ahlCYs in excess of' the "infinite conductivi ty" value.
2 .. 3 Factors affecting 1h.8 He"thod of Solution
:Sven accepting the simplified equations, such as (6) and (11),
�s a basis for calculation of the temperature distribution, the
implementation of a solution m� still be difficult. These difficulties
arise from two causes. First of all, the body may be non-homogeneous.
Variations of material may be acconmoda'bed by interpretinG the local value
of "" t as an integral of & across the thiclmess, but the presence of an
internal cavity would properly require the condition of radiation
equilibrium of the interior surfaces to be evaluated, and this involves the
solution of an inteG7Q - differential equation. HO\lever, this difficulty
is reGalved if as here we are considering bodies wlri.ch are [;9ometrically
thin, since in this limit, the condition of radiation equilibrium is
11.,
satisfied by ignoring the change of temperature across thecavity� Thus,
compatibly, the cavity is replaced by an insulator.
The second difficulty concerns the evaluation of the hea.t flux to
the body surface. \-le have in mind the app.Li.catLon wher-e this is dominantly
the heat traJ".smitted from a boundary layer, and grLwting the likelihood that
the boundary leyer f'Low may be laminar, it might be possible to invoke
theoretical values for this heat flux, if the surface tempor-ature vlere known ..
Since it is not knO'tV11, � priori, we would be faced Hi th the need to adopt
numerically some iteratiye approach, and this again is a considerable
complicatione HOi-rever? wher-e the thermometer t.empez-a tur-e is large compared
"ri th the variation of surface temper-ature , - and certainly bhi.s would be the
realistic condition in heat 'transfer to a body Ln flicht at hypersonic speede -
it would be a reasonable approximation to iGl10re the dependence of ? on �
provided perhaps that the value of Qo included some dependence on (say) To
Then the remaining complication would arise from the influence of the shape
of the exterior surface and the conditions of flight. If the exterior vrere
,,,edge shaped then, setting aside boundar;y-layer shock-wave interaction, Q
.
ht b t d t 1/ V' 1/2.. •nu.g e expec e 0 vary as " In practice, 2. sharp nose is
undesirable, since it leads to an unduly high nose tej:l� erabur-e and agf,Tavates
the prob Lem of thermal buckling: nonetheless having' recourse once again to'
the aasumptd.on that we are dealinG' "lith a body vThich may be geometrically thin,
deviations from this form of v8xiation of Q x are likely to be
small, even in application to blunt nosed vr.i.ng sections.
. 2 .. 4 _Similqri ty Relations
Let us suppose that SOI:18 convention is to be consistently a.dopted
by whf.ch the quanti ties and -ko t I appearing in the
notation of (5) and (10), are stipulated. Let us as siune , for instance 9
12"
that we place
Q� = Q(L)
-'
1.0 ::: Z (L) / (14)
so' that � (1) = e(1) :::' 1 / To is from (3) the radiation equilibrium
temperature at the rear edge, and
�'1:(S)oIs = (E/L/= C1R!r,,/ _. 'to I (15) ,
the ma�1itude of heat input. Then for any problem in which, subject to the
normalisation 'fe have adopted, the functions 1i:;; -r/Lo..l Cf, and e
remain the same - that is, the thickness distribution, heat input and
surface emissivity remain similar - a solution of (6) or (11) ,dll result
in which e ::; T(x)/ To will be a function of S:. �/L and of a parameter
such as '1:0 ,or (To/ TR ) or (Lll) • At a fixed value of (say
5 = 0, coz-respondi.ng to the nose) the teml)erature iIi 11 be a function only
of this parameter.
One of the most convenient forms of these many possible variants
of the expression for temperature in laboratory studies, wher-e the level of
heat input is easily adjustable (but the geometry remains fixed), is obtained
by placing
(16)
wher-e evidently f =: (�ITi<) e Theoretically, the form of the relation
f could be deteruined directly from a solution of the equations (11)
and (12) with '1:,/ e and q, replaced respectively by 11:. == (7:/7:.-)/ f and
• Equation (16) expresses the fact that to simulate in the
laboratory a condition in whfch To is large, it is possible to work ,d th
much smaller levels of heat Lnput (and so of To ) provided that 1R is
reduced in the same proportion, say by Lncr-eaai.ng L , or reducing �o -t,
13 ..
\lhere the variation of Q as a function of. X or S follows
a simple power law, it is possible to assert similari t-y relations of still
greater generality, and it is this whi.ch r-endea-s the assumption that Q
varies as -1/2-X of par td.cul.ar interest, vhatiever the misgivings one mey
feel about the accuracy of the assumption.
2.5 Solution for Q
-1/2
varying as )(
\Ie shall here place �:= H X
_ '/2 ,2.nd ",e shall aasume for
simplicity that and -&.-:: -p:() are constants. l.1e adopt the
conventions of (14), whereb;;r ,re set and choose as
a mean thickness in the sense that vrhere A is the cross
sectimal area of the thickness distribution. It does not of course matter
whe the'r we choose (6) or (11) as the equation to be solved: we shall
prefer to treat the latter, and in terms of the notation just introduced,
we have
The solution for e == 8(S) , sey,
,.;ill evidently depend not only upon the f'orrn of variation of the thickness
districution 11:. (5)= ("1:/?:.v) ,but also upon the 1)8XXneter To ,,{hich is
oven in (17) in terms of its definition in (15), and wlrich \-le shall l')refer
to use here rrrther than other pararnet er-s such as (/_/ .f.) or [Ta/TT<.)
plainly this is once e.e::rin merely a matter of choice. Consequently, we can
represent the solution for a fixed variation It (5) - that is, for a
faraily of geometrically similar thiclmess distributio!ls - in a number of
different \'1£trs, as
,_
rn) rnT == [To 'to e(5) 7::0
140
where P11 is of course arbdtrary , Ho ....rever, if vie suppose that one of
the geometrical parameters (say, A ) is to be regarded as a conabant v1hi1e
we imagine another to vo:ry (say, L ), then it is convenient to choose the
value of m so that (To 1:.0
-#1
) depends on the fixed parameters; the
effect of the variable geometry is then innediately shown by the variation
of e(5) 'Yo
m
"lith 1:'0 Since 'VTe shall have fre1luent recourse to
this artifice, it is convenient to summarise these relations, as fol10vrs:
T z: (H.2/ �o 'l(T:J. L J'IB e (s) (length fixed) (18.1)
(H (,/�5 (T5-ko A )'/21 9(5) 7:0 '/21 (cross-sectionol area (18.2):: fixed)
:: (H 4/ f/ (J"3 �o to)'jl3 e(S) 'to '/13 (thickness fixed) (18.3)
... [N3/�o2(J'2.lt.o Ctt>/L I/:2){/le(5) 'to,/q (nose radius fixed) (18.4),..
'= ( I-IJL/f.,<r &0 to) I/�e(s) £0'/5 (fineness ratio fixed) (18.5)
I'!! ( �o to / �o tr L 2) '/3 e (S) To -1/3 (geometry fixed) (10.6)
The last of these relations is identical \-lith (IG) and is included here only
,
for the purposes of consistency: it is of use where the geonetry (i.e.
1:" and L ) may be known , and f-( is treatecl as variable.
Equation (n) has been solved for three excmples of simple
variations of k (s) , cor-reapondfng to 1 (a uniform thickness distribution),
(a parabolic distribution) and 25 (a wedge), by usine the Runge
Kutta process , Hith the help of a digital computer.
If He consider a plate of constant thickness, then tc = 1 or 1"::; 'T"
and the values of nose ten:;:lero.ture are shown in fic;-. I plotted agDinst 'to "
If the surf'ace lenG,th is fixed, 8( 0) tends to a fid te limit as '1:0 -'J> 00
i.,e" "",
/1 _I
o..Q '!eo [to is increased, corresponding in the limit to the "infinite
conductivity" solution� In fact, as "to � 00
e (0) rv 2 '/4 + (1/5 'Lo) + () ( Yo
- 2. )
On the other hand, as "'to -7" 0 , then for a fixed �v i.; , the lenGth L
of the surface increases and T tends to a fini te limi t: that is, in
(1803), '1;,,'/138(0) must remain finite in the limit, and "le find in fact
that
as
This merely tells us that Lndef'Lnf.be exbensfon of the material downstream
has ultimately no effect upon the 110se telJ.l'erature. Indeed for a length
of surface defined by a value of '1::'0::: 1 , the nose te;:ll'erature ("lith fixed
�o to) is vr.i.thin Ij; of the limit for all indefinitely long plat�, and form
(15) this clearly corresponds \fl th the choice of the lmcc;th L as identical
",i th e 0
It Hill be seen that e (0) 'To '/2 �oO in either limit 'To � 0 or
'Lo � 00 , and from (1802) it f'o'lLows that there wi Ll, be some value of 'to
for whdch the nose tem11erature is a minimum if A is fixed: this may be
berrned an optimum selection of 'to , since it implies a "best use" of a
fixed quantity of material .. It appears that 8lo) To 1/21 ha� a minimum
. .
value of 1 .. 309 at about 'T,,::I 2.0 (the precd.se val.ue beinG very ill defined,
as the temperature is \.Ji thin l�: of the mi.ndraum for all values of �o
between 0 .. 8 and 5)" Thus from (17) and (18.2), for this optimum surface
for wlri ch
The tenllerature at the rer,r of the conduc tri.ng sl ab varies from a value given
l6�
by B(I) :: 1 if Lo:::: 0 (corresponding to the radiation eCluilibrium
temperature if �Ao :: 0 ), up to a value of eel) = 2'/4 if
oorresponding to the "infinite conductivi tyt! solution; this variation is
shown in figure 2. Hote th(."1.t for "(" === f ,nlthoUc'3'h the nose temperature
is ,dthin 15;' of the value for an i):fi11i tely lone surface of the same
thickness, the temperature at the reaJ.· is over lO,�, above the radiation
equilibrium value. fiG .. 3 is a sketch of some typical temperature
distributions, in uhich () is plotted versus .g
Similar sets of graphs in fiGS" 4 - 6 onc1 fiGS" 7 - 9 relate
respectively to the eeneral family of parabolic and \wdGe distributions of
thickness (i.e .. "Ti th K (5) = 3 S 1/2/2 and 2 S respectively) .. In both
cases, 't'o�oo relates to th� "infinite conductivity" solution, but as
'to � 0 , we note that
8(0) '"'-' (. f,g8 To -1/5 for the 1reclGe
the first relation showf.ng (from e quatd.on (18.5)) thE1.t for a fixed wedge
anele, indefinite extension of the mD.terial downe trcam has no effect, and
the latter relation showing the sane thine for a fixed nose ro.diuB of
curvature of the parabola from equntion (18 .. 4), since the nose radius of
2
a J?Dxabola is ( q to /32 L ).. For the \'ledge, the nrindmum nose temperature
for a fixed ar'ea of maber'La'l, is civen by settinG
L = 0.58 (!,D4-/j4/ ••<rH3/PI , -t.IL =b.q(£.4a-4HI2A5/�;.//>}'(or whiCh T(O) = /.4/27 (H (; /e;50-5 �� A) 1/)1 (20)
where (to IL) is the tangent of the ,.,edge-semi-ant:::le; for the parabola
the optdrnum use of material is obtained vTi tIl
l:: o.Sq(�/A4/Zc>()'H3l/21/ � ":;qt//32L =3.6 (i"a-f.l3AYf<,,+//7
-for ",h 'cl. +t» � ,·34 28 ( H 6/ s, Sir5 Ii. A) 1/21 ) (21)
Comparing equations (19) to (21) "19 see that the uniform p�ate makes the
best use of the material, and the wedge the poorest use, reflecting the
special importance of material near the leadinc ed[,re in alleviating its
temper3.ture�
It is pertinent to enquire whaf variation of 1:{S) has to be
assumed in order to render T{o) a mfndmum if the cross section area A
of the thickness distribution is l1rescribed. 'l.'llls precipitates an
exercise in the calculus of variations whf.ch is cicebr[dc;:.lly rather
involved, and vtill not be detailed here. It trcu'lspires that the shape has
no closed aJ.gebraic description, but can be derived by numerical calculation�
It has a blunt nose, "'i th 1:: varyting Loca'l.Iy as so that the
nose radius is inf�nite; and a cusped rear edee, uith voxyinG locally as
(1 - s) 1/2 0 The maximum thickness occurs at 0 .. 071, and is equal to 2�48 to'
where t as in (14), is the mean thickness ..o There is an optim'1.l.r.l selection
of length, associated of course 'Ti th an optdmum fineness ratio, and tlllS
leads to a unique optdrral, vard.atdor; of 'r: ,.,i th S. , 'Thich is tabulated
baLow, The coz-responddng value of 1:0 is ec�ua1 to 0.6983; the temperature
distribution is shown in fiG. 10, and the value of era) is found to be
1.309, so that He IllflY find from (17) and (10.2) that
L :1.143 (t4A4/z<)erH3);zj.J1 ) +0 :::O.895{£/,(J'2HbAI3/�,,11)'/2-1
� P) y.21 } (22)tor w�"ch T(o) =-/. 251b( H /'icsa-5,<"A
There is a modest (Ztj) decrease in nose bempe.ra'tur-e compared iii th the optimum
tUlifom slab but note that this implies that, to achieve the identioal nose
temperature, the slab woul.d need to have 47t� mor-e cross-sectional area.
FiGure 11 extends this comparison to tho other shapes discussed, by
illustrating the optirrum thickness distribution on CO[,1I.10n scales of length
and thickness; the actual lencth and thickness scul.e s , and their relative
proportions in this illustration, woul.d depend of course not only on the
value of A 9 but also on conductivity, emissivity and the value of H ;
consequently the fineness ratios illustrated in fig. 11 are not necessarily
optimal.
Also included in this illustr2.tion is one of a family of
distributio"1s wht.ch provide a uniform tcn1l'erature [,Ta.dient. 'i.1he evaluation
of a thiclmess d.istribution for a givan variation of e is an easier problem,
as then of course (6) or (11) become directl;? intecro.ble equatdons for tc
or 't , and in particular from (11),
'1: (5) :: (23)
"here e'tss s de/cJs • The mean value of e cannot be al Lowed to be
arbitro.ry if �I) and 2.0 are stipulated, since equdion (13) has to be
satisfied, and this sim)ly means that since the te;:uper,:cture determines the
totcl heat radiated, it hae i;ocessc..rily to be relo/ccd to the total heat
input to the surface. Fur-thermo're , the fact th2.t 1; must be bounded and
cannot be nerrative imposes restra.ints on what temperrrture distributions c['.J1
be realistically postulated. Thus if, for example, we postulate, using the
notation of equation (23) and (15), a tem}!er2.ture distributi'bn Given by
efsJ = 8(0) (/- �g)
then from (13), since e = 1 and l ==
et»i » ffOd../[/-f/-ct)5Jj'/4 (24)
and (23) leads to H thickness distribution given by
This has renl. solutions (correspondinG to bounded 'L 7, 0 for all 0 � S � 1)
for 0 <: 0{. � 0.26051. r.Plle lover lindt of ve..ilisi:nnC; ter;)l:J8rature C;Tadient
(0< _,. 0) oorresponds, as might be expec bed , to the "in.finite conduotivity"
solution, for ,,,hioh e(o) � 21/4 , and
as 0{ - 0 Thj.s is of oourse only valid in the lir:lit if L/ e. .::: 0 (0<. Vz)
The other extreme condition ( of. = 0026057 ... 0) is more interestingo
The thickness distribution associated ,rl. th it is characterised by a cusped
trailing edge , Hith "z:: V2X'Ying locally as (1 � 5)2 , and the local
teQ}.lerature is precisely the radiation equi.Lfbr-i.um value (i.e. e(1) = 1) .
in f'cct this value of d.. is found by solvine the equc.t i.on ob tafned by
replacing e(o) in (24) lon. th 1/(1 - c<. ) .. The shape has a rounded nose,
and a maximum thiclmess 2 .. 34 times the mean , Locnt ed at a distance 00114L
from the nose .. The value 'of e {oj is 1.353, and 'to = 0.3790 Of all
the members of this family of thickness distl"ibutions provid.i.ne uni.f'orm
temperature gradient, uhich axe generated by var�rinG d.. (and are not of
course Geometrically simile.!'), it provfdea the Lcae t nose temllerature for a
given cross sectional ar'ea , 'de find in fact that
T{o) :=. /.28Q
tv :::'O.b9(£}()'2HbAI3/�og>//2.J
( H 6/«, 5o: 5 � A) 'I"� ] (25)
Oomparang (25) \·,i th (22) we see that this nose teI:l=lerC'..ture is only 0.3��
higher than thi.'.t of the optimum shape, and it seems reaso,:['..ble to suppose
that the efficie;lcy of both is in past due to the talxJri:1C; off of the
thickness distribution Lowar-da the rear, whe.re of cour-se there is less
effect to be del'ived from the prova ai.on of conduo t.Lng mo.terial.
To provide some feelinG for wha.t these number-s mean , let us
suppose that H .:./0 J( W1m 3/2 ,,,,hieh represents a herrt in�JUt of 20 kw/m
SpW1 over the first Eleter of the chord of a llD1g, and Irhieh micht be taken
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as indicative of aerodyna.mic heating intensities in fli�.:ht at hypersonio
Mach.ITumberso Further let us bake
(corresponding to radiation from both upper and Imler surf'acae ,-lith
emissivi t"<J 0088) J and -flo:=: 0$05 Kt-r/m/degoIe, 0, ficure typical of steel,..
Table 2 evaluates the Leng+hs , thickness and extreme tcr;llleratures of the
various optimally selected surfaces, assuming in each case that a cr088
sec tf.onal, area of 10 cm2 is available to be distributed (Le .. Gey 8 kG. of
steel per meter SlXU'l) .. l.o+e , however , that even if this cross section is
reduced to 1 crr?, then provi.dcd the material is correctly redistributed -
that is the length of surface is reduced by a factor 0.1 8/21 t:II 0.42, the
thickness by 0.1 13/21 "" 0.24 and so the fineness ratio in.creased by
10 5/21 .,. 1.,73, - it follo\1s from (18), or any of the relations in (19),
(20), (21) or (25) that the nose teriperature is increased b;;r a factor of
only 10 1/21 = 10116. The some result appl.Lcs if the conductivity is
reduced to a tenth of its value for steel, provi ded the new material is
suitably redistributed. 1"i11ere such optimal redistribution is not affected,
but (sey) length, or conductivity, is changed in isolation, then lareer
v/U'iations in nose tempez-atrure ,·rill be munifest, and these cannot in generaJ.
be, j)redictcd except by recourse to the figures for the v2.riation of (sey)
9(0) \rith But the same power' Laws as quo bed here "rill apply for
smo.11, isolated changes in any feature (such as A or �o ) a1{ey from the
t· 1 (. e(o) ""'01/2 Iop arrum vc ue sarice I. has a station,:cr,r value in the optimum
condi tion) e In the sarao Hey that tl'e nose benperrrtur-o is relatively
Lnsensd,tive to the amount of material, so a18(1, for nn optimal surface this
teml>erc,ture is not very sensitive to the heat transfer in te113i ty, varyinG only
as II 2/7 (that is, T(o) increasing by only 22; .:' if tho heatinG is
doubled).
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In experimental applications the singularity associated with a
heat transfer distrilmtion varying with X-1/2 cannot of course be
realised .. In order to detennine h01., importan-t this is in determining the
heat transfer distribution we place
and examine the effect of varying So:= Xo/L • J1esul ts for a particular
example are shown in fig .. 12: here io, �Q and to are supposed constant,
and the value of 'to , given in terms of H by equation (17), is equal to
51036, - a value chosen as re1evnnt to the experimental investigation
discussed in the n€)xt paragTaph.
3.. Ex))erlmental Investigation
'rhe purpose of the investigation is t\lofo1d. In the first place
we seek experimental verification of the leading edge temIJerdure
distribution predicted by the conducting plate theory given in section 2"
Vlithin the context of the theory, the model which represents the leading edge
1s subjected to a heat flux distribution varying roughly in proportion to
along the length on one surface, and is Lneul.ated thermally on all
other surfaces" The experimental apparatus so set-u�) may also IJrovide so�e
analogous studies of tyro-dimensional probl ems whose rrumerical solution may
be specially difficu1 t ,
3 .. 1 Simulation of AerodYnamic Heating
A number of methods could be adopted to sir:mlate aerodynamic heating
in the laboratory, but the siraplest appr-oach by far is to use infra-red
radiation derived from electric }lower, provided that the intensity of the
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radi.ation distribution can be made to represent the covective heat
transfer of the 'boundary Layer , Our concern, therefore, is to simulate on
a Given pLane a radiation field with an intensity vC::'X"Jing as closely as
possible VJith x -1/1. ,so that "Then a mod e L is i1laced \1i th one surface
l;ying in this pl.ane , its leading edge (at X ee 0) vri L], he subjected to the
highest heatinGG This is accomplished by ernp'Loyi.n-; iJ. reflector formed so
tI.l.at a large portion of the enerGY emitted from a oi21;;10 hCQting element is
reflected to im)in,ze (toGether Hi th tho direct rc'.(lLlLion) on the irradiated
p Lane ui th the desired distribution.
The necessary differentit..,_l equations for thc desic,n of the
reflector are Given in references (4.5). Its actual size and shape are
directly influenced by many parnme tez-s , such as the distO.llCe be twaen the
heatinG' element and the irradiated plane, the size of the model, the size of
the heat i.ng element as we L), as the Locn t.Lon of the reflector relative to the
element. Hence it is possi1Jle to have different shapes of reflectors
r-e suI ting in the reflected reys crossing or not cr('ssin,; each o ther ,
TIudio.tion may o.1f30 be reflected from different por-t i.ons of the reflector to
im�lil1ge on the same reGion on the irradiated �)l:JllO, but those to imliinge on
the region of the Lead.i.ng edce must not be interccpted by the heatinG element
itself after reflection. An acceptable solution can only be ob trd.ned \rlth
the hell) of digital computer- calculations. l;ven bhon �L number of l)ractical
difficultieo remain. For ex.uupLe , to direct co. lc:.rge amount of radiation
ener{'y on to Q very small re.::;'ion at the lendinc; cdre re(luires an extremely
accu:rate profile of the reflector \lldch mus t a.l so )088838 a perfect reflecting
surface. .'l:ny sJn2.11 deviations from perf'cc t condi t.Lons Hill co.l ter the
direction of the incident r'ays and ,rill cause them to d i f'f'uae , It follows
that both the magni. tude and the ,rac1ient of the rac!i.?,tioil inter.si ty wi.Ll, be
subs tantdo.Ll.y reduced, e specd alLy over the Lead i.n/; edce rccion, if any small
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imperfections are presento To alleviate these shortcomings, an arrangement
is made � again with the help of a di[,"i tal computer f for the profi 1e of the
reflection to be composed of a number of curves each of whi.ch is similarly
designed to produce the desired distribution of radiation, vii th �he highest
intensi ty al.ways directed towards the nose. Altogether there are seven
curved surfaces blending smoothly to f'orrn a quasi-coatinuous prof'LLe ,
In construction, the, reflector was fabricated by a sheet of hil':hly
polished COPIJor over a solid block made to conf'orm firot of all to the
prescribod profile. Once the sheet was firmly pulled over the block, the
over-htUl(;:Lng parts of the sheet ",ere attached to hTO end plates, made of
aluminium alloy to the some profile. Thus the sheet could be held
permanently to the required shape.
'I'o avoid distortion of the reflector by heat during its OIJeration,
cooling of the black surface is provided by circulntine cold water through
bonded copper tubes. The end plates 'liTere coated. \Vi th a black I)aint to
g1ve a hiGh absorptivity and are a1 so cooled durinG eX�JeriJ:18n ts 0
The heat source is a uire coiled round [l. ceramic tube, which is
reinforced by the insertion of a tungsten rod to prevent saeging at high
temper[�tures, g.ivine; an overall diameter of the hea tint'S element of 0.57 em,
Oxidized nickel vi re was first used because of its high emissivity at
elevated temperature:::;. Oper-at i.ng in vacuo, howevor , this material tends to
become unstable when ope ra't i.ng tempez-ature exceeds icoo?«. The maxtmum power'
output of the element over a Leng+h of 0.305 III (the lcnc;th of the reflector)
In order to increase the �)ovrer output, the nickel \·Tire was
subsequently replaced by a tantaltun ,Tire whf.ch , thouC;h hava.ng a much hiGher
meltinG temy)erature, possesses only a moderate eJYlissivity. To improve its
emissive power , the tantalmn wire vas oxidized in air at a temperature of
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At higher temperatures, the rnaterial is liable to
decompose owing to the rapid process of oxidatiol1o Using the oxidized
tantalum ,·r.i.rev the maximum heating powe'r was increased to 1,,8 lew.
The reflector was tested in a vacuum chamber and its
performance was recorded by a radiometer speci2..11y desicned for the pu.rpose, ref.
(6). The results are shown in fig. 150 .As can be seen, the measured
results fit the ideal distribution fairly well UI) to a distance of .s "" 0 ..0275
from the leading edge t 't-Ti thin whi.ch recion the intensity of radiation does
not increase as rRpidly as required by the -1/2x Lav , To place the leading
edge of a test model at 5 = 0 voul d tend to moderate the teml'erature
gTadient in the nose region and this is clearly unde ai.r-ab'Le , Hence it waS
decided to place the nose of.a test nodel at 5 = Oc0275 for in this way
not only is the x-liZ. distribution of radiation satisfied but also the
expez-Lment.a.I results thus obtained can be compared directly 1vi th the
theoretical calculations of section 2.6 .. Thus in the notation of that
par-agraph , the experimental heat input cor-re sponds to one ,·a th So = 0 .. 0275.
Typically w fig., 12 shows that this woul.d cause a difference of about 5 per
cent in nose temperature compared with the ideal distribution (Hi th oS", "" 0) 0
To verify the theoretical results, a model in the f'o rm of a slab
is the simplest to construct and its performance is as infornative as that
of models of any other shapeo Its size is larcely deterr:lined by the
dioensions of the vacuum chamber in wlrich it and the heating element and
reflector are Lns ta.LLed , Its chord Lerigth is chosen as 15.25 em, (6 in .. )
and its span as t\vice this in order to reduce the end effects on the central
plane of the model where meacurement s are made and hlO-dinensional conditions
are expected to IJrevail Q OYer the top surface it is d.esirab1e to achieve a
high surface emissivity. Other faces of the model ,nIl be Lnsu.Labed ,
So long as the passage of heat by conduction from the nose
towards downabr'eam is nowhere restricted, the n:'se thickness has a dominant
effect upon the temperature distribution. To observe this, trapezoidal
sections of different nose thicknesses have also been tested (fiCo l7)�
If we are interested in madrrtaan.in.; a certnin tempcro.ture
distribution in a model under a given heat input, the thickness of the model
should bear an inverse proportion to the conductivi ty � , as the thickness
-t and k occur together in the simplified heat conduction equatd on , On
the other hand to display the effects of conductivity over a reasonable
proportion of its chord in association vIi th the amount of' heating available
during experiment, the product of' � and t is fairly closely def'Lned ,
'vii th the limited heating capacity available, it trwlsl!ires bhat materials of
relatively low thermal conductivity are preferred as only they provi.de a
thickness sufficiently large to enable an easy observation of the temperature
variation al.ong the model. FiL,'1ll'e 16 ShOHS the vnriation of nose and rear
temperatures "lith i for models of L ... 15.24 cm (G in.) having three
taking H = 1684 vllm3/2. and z '" 0"8,,different fineness ratios (i.e 0 Lit),
(These prelimin2� results were obtained on the basis of X -1/2. heat flux
distribution \-ri th S" = 00 The nose temperatures should have been 5;� lower
had Su been tween as 0.0275). If hieh conducting materials such as
copper and aluminium were used, a near uniform tempe.ra ture wou'Ld result 0
To produce a greater variation of temperature distribution, our choice should
fall on materials havi.ng a much Lower' � 0 lunong common metals, stainless
steel F.C.B. Staybrite (AlSI-347) with k = 15.88 (1 + 3.898 x 10-4 TOC)
1.{lmoK (7) appears to be a reasonable material to use. Ceranics have also
been considered. Generally, the 10\oJ' conductivi ty of this type of material
should satisfy the requirement very well but for the non-homogeneity in
properties and shrinkage liability during the firing l,rocess. However ,
one type of ceramic known as Frequenti te t bearing similar characteristics to
S"teati te, and having a thennal conductivity � ::: 3.17 (1 + 5 x 10�4 TO C)
'vI/moK is chosen�
AltOGether ten models are used in the ox)orinents.
are [;iven in table 3 e
Tile details
For the stainless steel models, the top Gill�face was sand-blasted'
and oxidised at a temperature of 9000e for 20 minutes. AccordinG to
reference (8) � the emissivity is taken as i. ee 0$735 (1 + 2.944 x 10-4 TOe).
Other faces vere highly pol i.shed to reduce the amount of heat loss to a
mdrrimum,
For the ceromic model, the top surface \-lE\S coat-ed I·Ti t.h Lampb l.ack
mixed vlith fibrefrax cement of vrhLch the emissivity is as sume d to be 0.78.
Other faces vere machined flat and then polished ,r.i. th df.anond povder's ,
Aerodynamic heating to be simulated by infra-red radiation, rmd
heat dissj_pntion from the model to be entd.re.Iy clue to radiation demand that
the presence of convective heat transfer be elif.1ino,te0. elurin,;;' exper'Lmerrb ,
This reQuires both the reflector and the model to bo housed in a vacuum
chamber. The model is suppor-ted by four pointed ceramic rods whi ch in turn
rest on the side of four cera.r.lic pins (fie;. 14), thus reducing any conduction
heat loss to a rrlrri.mum , Apart from the top aurf'ac e of the model l{hich is
subjected to heating, the vertical as we l.I as the bo tbom f'ac e s are shielded
against rD,diation heat lOGS 0 The wa.l Ls of the vacuum chamber are painted
black, us ing J3ri ta:'.ia D enamel paint, whi.ch is believed to have an
absorptivity of 009. During operation, the whoLe chamber is cooled by
circulating cold water bhrough copper pipes 'velded round the chamber in
order to minimize background radiationG Temperature measurements 1 taken
along the middle section of the model at 6 prescribed locations, are by
means of nichrome - constantan (00012 em, diameter \vires) thermocouples
which we.re calibrated by the National Pl1ysical Laboratory. TvTO rOiW of
thermocoupl.ee were placed at different depths in the node l., one row near the
top surface and the other near. the bottom surface to detect a.ny variation of
bempez-at.ure across the model thickness.
apparatus is shown in fie. 130
The general l�-out of the
3.4 Experimental vrocedure and test results
To start the experiment, the vacuum chamber is evacuated by a,
6" diffusion pump backed by a single-stage rotary pump , Hhen the chamber
pressure reaches a value be Low 5 mIT/mel, electric current to heat up the
element of the reflector is sHitched on. Both the current and the voltage
dr-op are measured so that the total Input power C8l1 be increased by
definite increments. During each powe'r increment temperature measurements
by means of therraocoupl.es usinG a potentiometer are t.aken as soon as the
steady state condition is reached. The tem})er2.turo distribution under
maxi.mum power inlJUt is used for comparison ",i th the theoretical values"
'I'he test results are f,-iven in table 4.
To assess the amount of radiation impincing on the model � the
radiometer mentioned earlier is used. But the amoun t of heat absorbed b;:i
the model can be taken to be equal to the amount of heat dd saf.pat ed from the
top surface of the model, on the assumIltion that any heat 108s from elseHhere
is negligjbly small. Thus it can be calculated directly f'r'om the t.emperatur-e
di stribu tion along the raod.e l , In tnlJle 4, the total power Lriput to the
heater is the c'iirect readinG' from a wat traeter , whiLc the power' received by
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the model is accordingly the integration of the radinnt heat dissipated
from the model"
Pig" 17 shows the calculated tempero.turo distributions for the
nine stainless steel models "Ti th 1-1 "" 7500 'vl/m 3/2 • They.constitute a
fam.ily of curves f'Lanked by tl�e radiation equilibrium temperature curve in
one extreme ond the infinite conductivity temperature in the other. By
trueing material conduction into account � the ·t0�mperature at the nose and
in the region near to it drops beloH the radiation equilibrium temperature,
at the expense p apparently, of that at the rear � One important feature
from the results given in fige 17 is worth mentioning. The reduction of
i
nose temperature and of the bemperature gradient dong the whol,e Lengbh of
the conductinG plate can be signific811tly reduced by an increase in the nose
thiclmess � whi.ch , we must accept, represents the quantity of conducting
rna.terial employed at the most crucial posi tion� Subjected to the same
heating intensity 9 models of the same nose thickness 9 though havi.ng'
different shapea f give rise to more or less the same temperature distribution
as shown by curve s D 1 C and D. In fig. 18� the calculated variat�ons of
nose a.nd renI end temperatures are plotted aGainst the heat flu.x par£lllleter
H usd.ng model 1 and modeI 6 in present experimentnl conditions ..
Test results from the ten models are plotted in figures 19=28®
The agreement be tween expor-iment and theory for mode Ls 1, 29 3, 4, 5 and 7
are remarkably eood� Considering that a number of errors? such as in
tcm:perature measurements, in the absolute quan+i, ties of .{ and � and
their var-i atd.on ,rl th temperrrture and in the insulation of the model against
heat loss 1 could have existed in the expcr Imen't , the maxi.mu.n discrepency is
only about 'q�., This indicates that the tempez-a.tur-e vccriation is not too
sensitiYely influenced by any one parametero
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experiment and theory for the wedge models are hot so Good .. In all three
cases� the predicted temperatures are much higher than the calculated values
at the noseo The maximum discrepancy is just over 5��e However 9 due to
tha machining and polishing processes, the thickness of a wedge nose
cannot be clearly defined, and any small deviation in measurement from zero
is known to have a disproportionate reduction upon the calculated values of
nose temperaturee Test results on the cer2Xlic model follow the theoretical
curve very closely, except that'at the location adjacent to the nose .. The
temperature measured at this point is about the same as '�hat at a point
1 .. 27 cmo dovnatream, '.Ve consider this m� have been due to the
malfunctioning of the therrn.ocouple at this location� Under tHO different
inputs of heatinc, the temllero..ture distrilmtion in general behaves as
predictedo
The results obtained from two roVTS of thermocouples embedded at
different depths in the models indicate that there are neGliGible temperature
variations across the thicknessp
40 Conclusions
The concept of a "conducting plate" simplifies the exam.ina.tdon of
the role of longitudinal conduction of heat ,vi thin the material of a Hing
subjected to aerodyT.k�nic heat in hyJJersonic fliCntG Various similarity
laws result whf.ch provide a broad insight into the I)rOperties determining the
nose temperatureQ }Ioderate temperatures result from quite small provisions
of conductinc material, and leadinG edge thicknesses of about I em or so,.
Experimental results closely verify the theory ..
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Table I. The optimum thickness distribution.
T)t 't(T}) T}t 't(T}) t 't(T})T}
0 0 0.35 1.6558 0.70 0.,5740
0.05 1.0142 0040 1.5574 0.75 004138
0.10 1.3625 0·45 1.4217 0.80 Oe2729
0.15 1.5681 0.50 1.2742 0.85 0.1571
0.20 1.6825 0.55 1.1047 0.90 0 .. 0710
0.25 1.1273 0.60 0.9265 0.95 0.0181
0.30 1a1152 0.65 0.7472 1.00 0
Table II. Typical characteristics of optimised thickness distributions.
Body Length Mean Maximum Position Nose Rear- r:
Shape (em) thickness thickness (em from temp. edge (m) Remarks
(em) (em) nose) (OK) temp.
(OK)
Optimal 12.1 0.83 2.05 0.85 956 732 1.2distribution
Uniform Nose
temperature 15·4 0.65 1.52 1.76 959 769 104 Radius
gradient ill 7" 5mm
Uniform
8.2 1.22 1.22 974 876 1.1Thickness
-
Parabolic 683 1.59 2.38 6.3 999 920 1 .. 0 Nose
Radius
... 2 .. 5mm
. Wedge 4·1 2044 4·66 4·1 1051 989 M5 Semi-e.pex
angle
"" 300
320
Table III. Test Models
Nodel No. I Material Description
1 Stainless Steel Slab a = b = 1.27 ern
(A1Sl-347)
2 " Sle,b a == b ... 0.635 em
3 " Slab a '" b '" 0.311 em
4 II Trapezoidal a = 0.635 C111
- b :: 1027 em
5 II Trapezoidal a '" 0.317 em
b = le27 om
6 II· Wedge a "" 0.0508 cm
b = 1.27 em
7 " Trapezoidal a .. 0.317 em
b = 0�635 em
8 Ii Wedge a :::: 0.0254 ern,
b = 0.635' em
9 " Wedge a '" 0.0254 em
b =: 00311 em
10 Ceramic Slab a .., b ". 1.21 em
(Frequentite)
. Notel For all models, d '" 30.48 em, L = l5.24em. See Figure 29 ..
'I'o:ble IV.. :Ebcperim�nt Resul tSg
Total PmV'er
Model POHer received H 'I'emper-a+ur'e distribution oK
Noo from by (H/m3/2)heater mod.el S"" .. 0208 e 1043 ,,271 ,,397 ,,641 .,96
(\1) (w)
1 1806 237,,5 1179
609 .. 0 605 .. 0 595Q8 583 .. 4 569,,2 559 .. 1
60704 604 .. 1 595,,2 582�G 568",2 557�9
2 1748 21305 1165 619,,8
611 .. 8 598 .. 9, 580,,6 554 .. 2 545.,7616 .. 8 613.,1 598e3 580 .. 6 560 .. 2 ' 548 e 2
3 1889 258 .. 2 1281 654 .. 4 629�8 61309 589 .. 9 560 .. 5 543,,5658,,2 648.,5 621.6 593 .. 8 565 .. 0 548 .. 7
4 1852 2460 1220 625 .. 5 618.8 603.5
- = =
623�9 617,,6 60261 585,,8 568 .. 2 558,,4
5 1835 23600 1167 628,,7
- 598e1 � = 545 .. 4
629,,5 619,,5 598,,9 578,,5 558 .. 3 54706
6 1886 240 .. 6 1192 646.7 638 .. 5 59906 574,,5 553,,2 544,,8660,,4 636,,2 60206 574 .. 7 553 .. 4 544.,3
7 1866 255e2 1266 65LO 643e2 617.1 589,,4 563,,? 550,,765360 643�5 61().4 58866 563.3 542,,8
8 1886 . 247,,7 1228 683,,2 65000
610.0 574.2 548,,9 541 .. 2
678.1 647 e 3 60807 573 .. 9 554Q7 54106
9 1868 240.2 1190 667,,6 645,,4 605,,3 57108 54701 535
.. 1
669,,4 642 .. 6 604 .. 1 512.,1 55102 540,,2
10 I 800 88 .. 6 440 487 .. 1 485.7 474 .. 9/ 457 �5 441.,4 430482.2 482.8 474.1 - 44009 �
'10 1200 127,,1 631 I
537,,7 535,,6 52009 501 .. 2 479,,9 465,,8
528,,5 53L1 519Q 2 I ' - 479,,2 -
-I
I
I J I
Note: For each model the upper row tem1Gr:::tures \{ere
taken near the top surface wh.i Le the Lover TO'"
tempero.tures near the bottom surf'ace ,
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